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5 KEY BENEFITS OF 
AGILE COACHING EVERY 
ENTERPRISE MUST KNOW

Here are 5 key bene�ts of Agile coaching
that you may have never considered

1

2BETTER
COLLABORATION

An exceptional Agile training program can offer a great jumpstart to an 
organization looking to implement agile methods in their current workflow 
with hand-holding on all Agile working best practices. The early days are 
most difficult and the coach can really help keep team’s effort on track.

An experienced Agile coach brings integrated methods for teams working 
across geographies and distinct cultures, but having a common agile 
interest.  A collective set of definitions that best elucidate agile 
terminologies and working practices can create an effective 
communication channel throughout the organization.

3IMPROVED
COMMUNICATION

Communicating the need for agile methodology is essential to inspire 
teams to embrace, scale-up, and thrive on agile methods. A coach builds 
out a vision showcasing the intrinsic worth of agile, how it develops the 
process and bolsters the engagement with customers. A coach will 
strengthen the need for communication as the basic foundation of Agile 
methodology.

4TRANSFORMATION
BACKLOG

An Agile transformation must be piloted like an Agile project, which creates 
the need for a coach to create a transformation backlog. The 
transformation backlog is a list of work items created by a coach to evolve 
an organization into an Agile process. It can also be used to highlight major 
developments in the Agile process.

5CONTINUAL
IMPROVEMENT

Corresponding to the importance of agile implementation is the continuous 
need to measure the organizational growth that agile adoption brings with 
itself. A coach forms a set of metrics to assess the amount of Agile 
adoption and also looks continuously at refining the practices. That’s how 
teams grow into becoming high performing Agile units.
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